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Whether you are a consultant designing a new cabling
infrastructure for a new costumer or an IT manager who is
tasked with designing a new datacenter, choosing the best
cabling system for a premise LAN or a datacenter can be a
daunting task. Fortunately, there are industry standards and best
practices to help select and deploy the right cabling system. This
article will assist you in making an informed decision to select the right
copper cabling system for your next premise LAN or datacenter project.

“Sorting out the
truths from the nontruths can be an
overwhelming task.”

can make selecting the right cabling system a mind-boggling
task for IT managers new to structured cabling. Sorting out the
truths from the non-truths can be an overwhelming task. The
good news is that category cabling over copper twisted pair has a
foundation within industry standards. The main standards bodies
responsible for developing structured cabling standards are the TIA
(Telecommunication Industry Association) and the ISO (International
Organization for Standardization). These standards bodies specify
requirements for cable and connecting hardware manufacturers who
design and build cabling products. For example, these standards
specify requirements such as cable’s transmission performance,
conductor insulation color, the maximum allowable length for installed
horizontal cable (90m), copper wire size (22 AWG to 24 AWG), and
many other requirements.
The TIA and ISO cabling standard bodies are supported by the IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). The IEEE 802.3 work
groups specify cable transmission requirements for various Ethernet
protocols. The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standards specify the cabling’s
transmission performance, backward compatibility, and wide variety of
at the required level of operation. IEEE standards are recognized
worldwide and ensure interoperability between manufacturers’
active equipment from all over the world. These standards cover

as well as administration, spaces and pathways to support the cabling.
The TIA and ISO standards group cables and connecting hardware into
different categories. The standards specify bandwidth and data rate

electrical frequency range or bandwidth. The table below highlights
bandwidth limits for the various categories of twisted pair copper cable
and applicable Ethernet protocols.
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Cabling
Category

Bandwidth
(MHz)

3
100

“There’s a
perception that Cat
6 cabling provides
better performance
over Cat 5e
cabling for GbE
transmission.”

7
7A

1000

8*

2000

Data Rate
(Mbps)

10
1000
1000
10,000
10,000
10,000

Ethernet
Protocol

10Base-T
1000Base-T
1000Base-T
10GBase-T
10GBase-T
10GBase-T

Industry
Standard

TIA & ISO
TIA & ISO
TIA & ISO
TIA & ISO
ISO Only
ISO Only
TIA & ISO

Table. Structured Cabling Categories with associated Ethernet
Protocols

originally developed for use in telephone wiring but it can also be used

This means that each of the four pairs in the cable must support

developed to support the 1000BASE-TX protocol. This Ethernet
protocol would have enabled GbE over two pairs instead of four. This

IEEE never moved forward with the 1000BASE-TX Ethernet protocol
to redesign their equipment to allow GbE transmission over two pairs

years ago cable manufacturers used the “high headroom” strategy to
protocol. The Gigabit Ethernet, 1000BASE-T application was designed

IEEE GbE 1000BASE-T standard.
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Today’s savvy IT managers are watching their budgets and are
not concerned with claims of high headroom or bandwidth beyond

“Today’s savvy
IT managers are
watching their
budgets...”

solutions, but that is not necessarily the case. Most enterprise

minimum performance limits on key electrical parameters to ensure
reliable performance. To make matters worse, industry standards do

itself may be stronger.

noise cross talk between cables at high frequencies. As mentioned
previously, most LANs operate at GbE because most users don’t

10GbE is a good choice for datacenters or for IT managers looking to
future proof their LAN.
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“Choosing Cat 6
for GbE or Cat 7/7A
cabling for 10GbE is
like driving a Ferrari
on a road with a 35
mph speed limit.”

transmission of 10Gbit. It appears the TIA is now only developing
cabling standards that align with IEEE 802.3 Ethernet protocols.

systems is that they don’t have an Ethernet application other than
10GbE (10Gbase-T). These cabling systems may perform at a higher

the world but it won’t get you to your destination any faster than an

speed limit.

interface. These systems require special hybrid patch cable
assemblies to be compliant with IEEE 802.3 Ethernet BASE-T standards.

systems offer the best EMI (electromagnetic interface) protection

(screened mesh over individually shielded twisted pairs) cables contain
an additional layer of braided metallic mesh over the individually

applications because they are susceptible to EMI (electromagnetic
choice for where EMI is a concern because of the extra braided metallic
“IT managers are
more concerned with
project budgets,
material costs, and
installation time than
ever before.”

twists because they rely only on the shield to block the noise. That
means that the added EMI protection they offer is at the cost of a very
is never tested on site. Also, most industrial cabling applications

not offered with ruggedized connectors. These connectors are best

The last category of copper cabling currently being developed by the

and will have maximum length limit of 30 meters opposed to the

and TIA and ISO standards bodies are all in alignment with each other.
In today’s economy, IT managers are more concerned with project
budgets, material costs, and installation time than ever before. It’s
more critical than ever to choose the right type of structured cabling
system for every project. Structured cabling solutions should be
chosen based on the required Ethernet protocol. Don’t be fooled
by claims of high headroom or claims of performance beyond what

and bandwidth to provide reliable transmission performance for the

please keep in mind that proper installation should not be an issue if

you are buying an end-to-end cabling system that’s being installed

ultra-high data transmission. Please do your homework, plan for the
long run, and look at the big picture—these tired but true clichés will
ensure long-term performance of your Ethernet copper cabling system.

“Do your homework,
plan for the long run,
and look at the big
picture.”
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